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Reviewer's report:

Dear Author,

it has been a very pleasure to review your interesting paper. Despite there are many criticism in your paper:

- Your study has been defined as Randomized trial, but i did not find any kind of randomization methods

- You has not provided a sample size calculation before starting this study

- You drawn conclusion on a very small sample size that could not been representative of reality,

- You use too many groups for this paper, and also in the group without closure of mesentery defect you did not find any internal hernia but drawn the conclusion that adsorbable suture are safe. In all of your groups, you did not find any internal hernia, in that case i would expect that you said that all methodology were safe.

Best regards
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Are the conclusions drawn adequately supported by the data shown?
If not, please explain in your comments to the authors.
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Are you able to assess any statistics in the manuscript or would you recommend an additional statistical review?
If an additional statistical review is recommended, please specify what aspects require further assessment in your comments to the editors.
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